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Abstract—Ubiquitous and pervasive computing promotes the
creation of an environment where Networked Systems (NSs) eter-
nally provide connectivity and services without requiring explicit
awareness of the underlying communications and computing
technologies. In this context, achieving interoperability among
heterogeneous NSs represents an important issue. In order to me-
diate the NSs interaction protocol and solve possible mismatches,
connectors are often built. However, connector development is a
never-ending and error-prone task and prevents the eternality
of NSs. For this reason, in the literature, many approaches
propose the automatic synthesis of connectors. However, solving
the connector synthesis problem in general is hard and, when
possible, it results in a monolithic connector hence preventing its
evolution. In this paper, we define a method for the automatic
synthesis of modular connectors, each of them expressed as the
composition of independent mediators. A modular connector, as
synthesized by our method, supports connector evolution and
performs correct mediation.

I. INTRODUCTION

The near future envisions an ubiquitous and pervasive
computing environment that enables heterogeneous Networked
Systems (NSs) to provide and access services without requir-
ing an explicit awareness of the underlying communications
and computing technologies [1]. In this scenario, a problem
that arises when composing heterogeneous NSs is how to
achieve their interoperability by solving protocol mismatches.

A widely used technique to cope with this problem is
to build connectors [2], [3] that bridge the communication
among heterogenous protocols and coordinate their interaction.
However, due to the potentially infinite number of different
available protocols, connector development is a never-ending
and error-prone task and prevents the eternality of NSs. The
efficacy of composing NSs is proportional to the level of
interoperability of the respective underlying technologies. For
this reason, starting from the pioneering work in [4], many
approaches propose the automatic synthesis of connectors,
see [5]–[8] just to cite a few.

As a matter of fact, the connector synthesis problem is
hard in the sense that not all possible protocol mismatches
are solvable. For instance, building a connector that reconciles
the component interaction by reordering certain sequences of
exchanged messages can lead to unbounded executions. As
shown in [9], a suitable termination criterion can be defined
with the aim of under-approximating unbounded interactions
by means of bounded ones whenever a pattern of behaviour
indicating potential infinity occurs. Thus, practical solutions

can only deal with a combination of specific mediation patterns
that correspond to tractable protocol mismatches [10]–[13].
However, these solutions eventually result in a monolithic con-
nector hence preventing evolution, synthesis and maintenance.

In this paper, we define a method for the automatic synthesis
of modular connectors. A modular connector is a composi-
tion of independent mediators. Each mediator is a primitive
sub-connector that realizes a mediation pattern, which cor-
responds to the solution of a recurring protocol mismatch.
The advantage of our connector decomposition is twofold:
(i) it is correct, i.e., as for its monolithic version, a modular
connector performs a mediation that is free from possible
mismatches; and (ii) it promotes connector evolution, hence
also easing code synthesis and maintenance. To show (i), we
define the semantics of protocols (as well as of mediators
and connectors) by using a revised version of the Interface
Automata (IA) theory described in [14]. Then, we prove that a
modular connector for two protocols P and R enjoys the same
correctness properties of the monolithic connector obtained
by expressing the synthesis problem as a quotient problem
between P and R [15]. Concerning the set of considered
mediation patterns and, hence, connector modularization, our
synthesis method relies on a revised version of the connector
algebra described in [16]. It is an algebra for reasoning about
protocol mismatches where basic mismatches can be solved
by suitably defined primitives, while complex mismatches can
be settled by composition operators that build connectors out
of simpler ones. We revise the original algebra by adding an
iterator operator and by giving its semantics in terms of our
revised IA theory. For (ii), we make use of a case study in the
e-commerce domain to illustrate that relevant changes can be
applied on a modular connector by acting on its constituent
mediators, without entirely re-synthesizing its protocol.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II puts the
bases for the definition of our synthesis method. Section III
introduces the purchase order mediation scenario that we use
as case study in the sequel of the paper. In Section IV, we
formalize our method and illustrate it at work on the case
study. In Section V, we state correctness and show how the
method supports connector evolution. Section VI discusses
related work, and Section VII provides final remarks and future
research directions.
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II. PREAMBLE ON THE SYNTHESIS METHOD

We assume that a NS comes together with a IA-based
specification of its Interaction Protocol (IP). Note that this
assumption is supported by the increasing proliferation of
techniques for software model elicitation (see [17]–[22] just to
cite a few). The IP of a NS expresses the order in which input
and output actions are performed while the NS interacts with
the environment. Actions are used to abstract messages that
can be sent (outputs) or received (inputs). Inputs are received
from and controlled by the environment, whereas outputs are
controlled and emitted by the NS. A NS can perform also
hidden actions corresponding to internal computation. In this
section, we instantiate some definitions from the IA theory
in [14] to our context and, when needed for the purposes of
connector synthesis, we also add new ones.

Definition 1 (Interaction Protocol Specification)
An Interaction Protocol Specification (IPS) P is a tuple
(AI

P , A
O
P , A

H
P , SP , s

0
P , δP ), where AI

P , AO
P , AH

P are disjoint
sets referred to as input, output, and hidden actions (the
union of which we denote by AP ), SP is a finite set of
states with s0P ∈ SP being the designated initial state, and
δP : SP ×AP → SP is the partial transition function.

Intuitively, from a state, the NS may either emit any output
that is enabled according to its IPS or perform internal com-
putation. If the environment supplies an input that is enabled,
the reaction of the NS is according to its IPS. If the input is
not enabled, this causes an inconsistency.

Let a be an action, we denote with a its complement. If a
is an input action then a is the corresponding output action,
and vice versa. When a is a hidden action, a is hidden as well
and its label is the one of a followed by ‘;’. Abusing notation,
we extend the complement also to IPSs. That is, let P be an
IPS, then P denotes its complement and it is P where all
input, output, and hidden actions have been complemented.
Furthermore, we consider a special kind of IPS denoted by I
and called identity. It is defined as the IPS (∅, ∅, ∅, {s0I}, s0I , ∅).
To give the possibility to express IPSs that take a message as
input and forward the same message as output, given an action
a, we consider also the action a′ as semantically equivalent
to a (yet syntactically different). We write s a−→P s

′ to denote
that δP (s, a) = s′ (or, equivalently, that (s, a, s′) ∈ δP ). An
action a is enabled in s, if δP (s, a) is defined. AP (s) denotes
the set of actions in P that are enabled in s. We denote
with s a

=⇒P s
′ a sequence of internal actions starting from s,

terminating to s′, and with (an observable action) a in some
point in the middle of the sequence. We write s a

 P to denote
that, from s, P can perform a sequence of hidden actions
terminating with a. Abusing notation,  P (s, a) denotes the
set of states, in P , that are reachable from s by performing a
sequence of hidden actions terminating with a.

Definition 2 (Traces of an IPS)
Let P = (AI

P , A
O
P , A

H
P , SP , s

0
P , δP ) be an IPS, a trace of P

is a tP ∈ ((AI
P ∪ AO

P )∗ ∪ {ε}) defined in such a way that

tP = ε ∨ ∃n > 0, sP0 , . . . , s
P
n ∈ SP : tP = a1a2 . . . an ∧

sP0
a1=⇒ . . .

an=⇒ sPn , where ε denotes the so called empty trace.

We denote with AtP the set of actions in tP ; |tP | is the
length of tP . Furthermore, tP (a) is the first position of a in
tP . Finally, Tr(P ) denotes the set of traces of P .

From hereon let P = (AI
P , A

O
P , A

H
P , SP , s

0
P , δP ) and

R=(AI
R, A

O
R, A

H
R , SR, s

0
R, δR) be two IPSs. P and R may

only be composed if their action sets are compatible with
each other. IPSs P and R are composable if AH

P ∩ AR = ∅,
AP ∩AH

R = ∅, AI
P ∩AI

R = ∅, and AO
P ∩AO

R = ∅. We denote
with common(P,R) the set AP ∩ AR of common actions.
Note that if P and R are composable then common(P,R) =
(AI

P ∩AO
R) ∪ (AO

P ∩AI
R). To define the parallel composition

of composable IPSs, we use a product operation that accounts
for possible semantically equivalent actions.

Definition 3 (Product of two IPSs)
The product of P and R is an IPS P ⊗ R =
(AI

P⊗R, A
O
P⊗R, A

H
P⊗R, SP × SR, (s

0
P , s

0
R), δP⊗R), where:

• AI
P⊗R = (AI

P ∪AI
R) \ common(P,R);

• AO
P⊗R = (AO

P ∪AO
R) \ common(P,R);

• AH
P⊗R = AH

P ∪AH
R ∪ common(P,R);

• (p, r)
a−→P⊗R(p′, r′)⇔

– p
a (resp., a′)−−−−−−−−→P p

′ ∧ δR(r, a′) (resp., δR(r, a)) is not
defined ∧ r = r′ ∧ a (resp., a′) /∈ common(P,R);

– p = p′ ∧ δP (p, a′) (resp., δP (p, a)) is not defined ∧
r

a (resp., a′)−−−−−−−−→R r
′ ∧ a (resp., a′) /∈ common(P,R);

– p
a (resp., a′)−−−−−−−−→P p

′ ∧ r a (resp., a′)−−−−−−−−→R r
′ ∧

a (resp., a′) ∈ common(P,R);

– p
a (resp., a′)−−−−−−−−→P p

′ ∧ r a′ (resp., a)−−−−−−−−→R r
′.

The product can introduce a number of inconsistencies when
one of the two protocols is willing to offer an output action
in the common alphabet, but the second is not able to offer,
possibly after a sequence of hidden actions, the corresponding
input action (accounting also for possible semantically equiv-
alent actions). Inconsistencies(P,R) is the set of states in
P ⊗ R from which inconsistencies can arise. The kernel of
the inconsistencies in P ⊗ R is the set of states (p, r) for
which: either (i) there is some a ∈ common(P,R) (resp.,
a′ ∈ common(P,R)) such that one of p and r can make an a-
labelled (resp., a′-labelled) output transition, but the other can-
not match it with the corresponding input transition; or (ii) one
of p and r can make an a-labelled (resp., a′-labelled) output
transition, but the other cannot match it with the semantically
equivalent input transition. Thus, Inconsistencies(P,R) is
then the set of those states in the kernel, plus those that can
reach a state in the kernel by a sequence of transitions labelled
by either output or hidden actions.

Definition 4 (Composition of two IPSs)
The composition of two composable IPSs P and R, written
as P ||R, is defined to be P ⊗ R after pruning all states in
Inconsistencies(P,R), providing the initial state (sP0 , s

R
0 )
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is contained within the remaining automaton. Otherwise, the
composition is undefined.

As formally proven in [14], || is a compositional operator
meaning that, given three composable IPSs P , Q, and R, then
(P ||Q)||R = P ||(Q||R).

As it will be clear in Section V, to state correctness of our
synthesis method, we use a notion of refinement based on a
version of alternating simulation [23] that accounts for both
hidden actions and semantically equivalent ones. Informally, R
refines P if all input steps of P can be simulated by R, and all
the output steps of R can be simulated by P , considering that
internal steps of P and R are independent and an observable
step can be simulated by a semantically equivalent one. We
make use of a “semantic” inclusion operator, denoted by⊆sem,
between sets of actions. Its meaning is the same as ⊆, but
it accounts also for semantically equivalent actions. That is,
given two sets of actions S and S′, if S ⊆ S′ then S ⊆sem S′

and, given an action a, either ({a} ∪ S) ⊆sem ({a′} ∪ S′) or
({a′} ∪ S) ⊆sem ({a} ∪ S′).

Definition 5 (Refinement between IPSs)
R refines P , i.e., P � R, if the following conditions hold:
• AI

P ⊆sem AI
R ∧ AO

R ⊆sem AO
P ;

• there exists an alternating simulation as a binary relation
�⊆ SP ×SR such that for all states s ∈ SP and r ∈ SR,
with s � r, the following conditions hold:

(ii.1) {x|s x
 P ∧x ∈ AI

P } ⊆sem {y|r
y
 R ∧y ∈ AI

R};
(ii.2) {y|r y

 R ∧y ∈ AO
R} ⊆sem {x|s

x
 P ∧x ∈ AO

P };
(ii.3) ∀z ∈ {x|s x

 P ∧x ∈ AI
P } ∪ {y|r

y
 R ∧y ∈ AO

R},
r′ ∈ R(r, z) : ∃s′ ∈ P (s, z) : s′ � r′;

• s0P � s0R.

Refinement between IPSs is a preorder (i.e., reflexive and
transitive). Note that P and P are always composable and,
under refinement, P ||P and I are equivalent, i.e., P ||P�I and
I�P ||P . The same holds for P ||I and P , i.e., P � P ||I and
P ||I � P . Furthermore, refinement is compositional meaning
that P ||P ′ � R||R′, if both P � R and P ′ � R′.

As already mentioned in Section I, in order to reason about
protocol mismatches, we consider a revised version of the
connector algebra described in [16]. In the following, we
report only the portion of the algebra that is relevant for the
purposes of this work.

From hereon let A be the universal set of actions. To define
the primitives, AP(A), of the connector algebra we exploit
a categorisation of mediator patterns that represent possible
solutions to recurring protocol mismatches. As described be-
low, for each type of mismatch, a pattern can be defined as a
solution to the interaction incompatibility.

1) Extra send: it concerns the possibility for a NS to
generate either a redundant or an additional message.
Such a mismatch can be solved by considering a pattern
which represents mediators that consume messages.

2) Missing send: it occurs when a NS expects either
a redundant message or a message that is not sent

by another NS. It can be solved by a pattern which
represents mediators that produce messages.

3) Signature mismatch: two messages of two NSs can
be functionally compatible yet syntactically inconsistent.
Mediators, compliant with a pattern that translates a
message into another, can solve this mismatch.

4) Split message mismatch: a NS may expect to receive a
message as a sequence of fragments of it. This mismatch
can be solved by introducing mediators, compliant with
a pattern that splits the message into an ordered sequence
of its fragments.

5) Merge message mismatch: it is symmetric to the
previous one. The mismatch can be solved by exploiting
a pattern which represents mediators that merge an
ordered sequence of message fragments into a composite
message.

6) Reordering mismatch: a NS expects to receive mes-
sages in an order different from the order used by the
sending NS. It can be solved by mediators, compliant
with a pattern that reorders an ordered sequence of
messages into another one that is ordered by applying a
specific message permutation.

According to the pattern categorisation discussed above, the
syntax of a term t in AP(A) is given by:
t ::= t� t | t∗ | (t) | p
p ::= | Cons(a) | Prod(a) | Trans(a, b) |
Split(a, [a1, . . . , an]) | Merge([a1, . . . , an], a) |
Order([a1, . . . , an], π, [a′1, . . . , a

′
n])

where a, ai, a′i, b ∈ A and π is a permutation of {1, . . . , n}.
The symbol � is a binary operator called plugging, and ∗ is
an unary operator called iterator. The semantics of AP(A) is
given in terms of a function J·K : AP(A) → IPS ∪ {Err},
where IPS is the universal set of IPSs and Err represents
the undefined IPS, i.e., it has no states. For any term t, the
denotation JtK is defined inductively.

If t is a primitive, then JtK is the corresponding IPS1, pro-
viding the parameters are well-defined (otherwise JtK = Err).

If t is a compound term, such as t = p � r, then JtK is
given by: if either JpK or JrK is equal to Err, then JtK = Err.
Alternatively, if JpK and JrK are not composable or JpK || JrK
is not defined, then JtK = Err. Otherwise, JtK = JpK || JrK.

If t is an iterative term, such as t = p∗, then JtK is given
by the IPS JpK suitably adjusted, by means of (hidden) ε-
transitions, for allowing cyclic behaviour [24]. Otherwise, if
JpK is undefined, then JtK = Err.

III. THE PURCHASE ORDER MEDIATION SCENARIO

We borrow a case study from [25], slightly revised to better
show the peculiarities of our method. The case study concerns
the so called Purchase Order Mediation scenario from the
Semantic Web Service (SWS) Challenge2. As stated in [25],
“it represents a typical real-world problem that is as close
to industrial reality as practical... This scenario highlights

1E.g., Trans(a, b) is the IPS that takes a as input and gives b as output.
2http://sws-challenge.org/wiki/.
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the various mismatches that can be encountered when making
heterogeneous systems interoperable”. The scenario considers
two NSs implemented using different standards and protocols:
the Blue Service (BS) and the Moon Client (MC).

Figures 1 and 2 show the IPSs of MC and BS, respectively.
The box that encloses the transition system corresponds to the
protocol interface. Labelled arrows pointing at the interface
correspond to inputs, whereas departing arrows are outputs.
Both MC and BS do not perform hidden actions.

MOON 
Client 
(MC) 

Login CreateOrder SelectItem SetItemQuantity 

CloseOrder ConfirmItem Close PayThirdParty 

Login CreateOrder SelectItem SetItemQuantity 

PayThirdParty 

Close 

ConfirmItem CloseOrder 

Fig. 1. MC: Moon Client Interaction Protocol

MC orders products by assuming to interact with a Moon
Service according to the following protocol: MC performs
authentication (Login) to prove that it represents an authorized
customer; then an order can be created (CreateOrder) by
starting from an empty cart, and individual items can be added
to it. Thus, an item is selected (SelectItem) by also specifying
the needed quantity (SetItemQuantity). MC is asked, from
the Moon Service, to confirm the addition of the item to
the order (CloseOrder followed by ConfirmItem). Finally, the
order payment is asked by a third-party payment system
(PayThirdParty) so as the order can be closed (Close).
BS is a service for purchasing orders. A client initiates

an order (StartOrder) and adds items to it (AddItemtoOrder).
For each added item, BS asks its clients to confirm the
item addition (GetConfirmation) and, then, to place the order
(PlaceOrder). Finally, a client can quit the session (Quit).

BLUE 
Service 

(BS) 
StartOrder AddItemToOrder GetConfirmation PlaceOrder Quit 

GetConfirmation 

StartOrder AddItemToOrder 

AddItemToOrder 

Quit 

GetConfirmation 
PlaceOrder 

Fig. 2. BS: Blue Service Interaction Protocol

MC cannot communicate with BS due to the following
protocol mismatches, of two different types.

Communication mismatches concern the semantics and
granularity of the protocol actions. For instance, a client of
BS provides its identifier while placing the order, whereas
MC has to authenticate before performing any operation.
Furthermore, BS provides a single operation to add an item,
with the needed quantity, to the order, whereas MC expects to
use two different operations, one for the addition and one for
the quantity specification. To solve these kind of mismatches
it is necessary to assume and use ontology knowledge in order
to align the two protocols to the same concepts and language.

Coordination mismatches concern the control structure of
the protocols and can be solved by means of the mediator that
can mediate the conversation between the two protocols so
that they can actually interact. For instance, BS requires its
clients to confirm the ordered items and then place the order,
whereas MC expects to confirm the ordered items only once
the order is placed. Finally, BS allows the addition of several
kinds of items in the same order, whereas MC performs the
addition of only one kind of item per order.

As stated in [25], MC and BS “are provided by the
SWS-Challenge organizers and can not be altered (although
their description may be semantically enriched)”. In particular,
in [25], by exploiting an ontology [26] in the domain of
purchase processes, the description of both MC and BS has
been semantically enriched. This domain ontology is denoted
by DO and shown in Figure 3. DO shows the relations
holding between the various concepts used by MC and BS
as purchase order systems. Typically, ontologies account for
two fundamental relations between concepts: subsumption and
aggregation [27]. A concept a is subsumed by a concept
b, in a given ontology O, if in every model of O the set
denoted by a is a subset of the set denoted by b. A concept a
is an aggregate of concepts b1, . . . , bn if the latter are part
of the former. It is worth to mention that our use of the
ontology concept is specific of the CONNECT project (this
work is part of). Thus, in the following, we will exploit these
notions to our purposes. That is, concepts in DO correspond to
NS input/output actions. The two relations between concepts
are, then, used to account for the granularity of the data
that define the structure of the messages exchanged by the
respective input/output actions. For example, the message
associated to the request of AddItemToOrder is an aggregate
of the messages associated to the requests of SelectItem and
SetItemQuantity.

subsumption 
prop{card} 

objectProperty – 
ontological relation 

<<OWLClass
>> 
… 

ontological concept 

Domain Ontology (DO) 

<<OWLClass>> 
AddItemToOrder 

{hasPart some SelectItem, SetItemQuantity} 

<<OWLClass>> 
PayThirdParty 

<<OWLClass>> 
SelectItem 

{isPartOf some addItemToOrder} 

<<OWLClass>> 
SetItemQuantity 

{isPartOf some addItemToOrder} 

isPartOf{some} isPartOf{some} 

<<OWLClass>> 
GetConfirmation 

<<OWLClass>> 
ConfirmItem 

<<OWLClass>> 
PlaceOrder 

<<OWLClass>> 
CloseOrder 

<<OWLClass>> 
CreateOrder 

<<OWLClass>> 
StartOrder 

<<OWLClass>> 
Login 

isPartOf{some} 

isPartOf{some} 
<<OWLClass>> 

Close 

<<OWLClass>> 
Quit 

isPartOf{some} 

Fig. 3. DO: Domain Ontology

Indeed, in the current practice of ontology development,
one cannot expect to find a highly specific (to the considered
NSs) ontology as DO. The production of DO involves the
extension of a more general ontology in the domain of e-
commerce. This extension allows the definition of two specific
ontologies that represent a semantic description for MC and
BS, respectively. Then DO results from discovering mappings
between these two ontologies. Note that nowadays there exist
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several ontologies (e.g., for e-commerce domains, see at: http:
//www.heppnetz.de/projects/goodrelations/) that can serve as
common descriptions of specific domains, which can be shared
among different applications. Furthermore, they are expressed
by using languages (e.g., OWL, DAML, OIL, RDF Schema,
just to mention a few) that allow ontology extension and
automated reasoning for ontology mapping discovery [28].

IV. SYNTHESIS OF MODULAR CONNECTORS

A mediator has an input-output behaviour (not necessarily
strictly sequential, e.g., for allowing reordering of messages),
and it is a “reactive” software entity harmonizing the in-
teraction between heterogeneous NSs by intercepting output
messages from one NS and eventually issuing to another
NS the co-related input messages. Message co-relations can
be inferred by taking into account ontological information,
which is characterized as follows. We recall that the following
definitions apply in the scope of our problem that is defined
by two NSs enriched with the respective IPS and ontologies
as discussed in the previous section.

Definition 6 (Protocol Ontology)
A protocol ontology O is a triple (CO, SO, AO), where CO

is the set of ontological concepts and it is partitioned into the
two disjoint sets ICO and OCO of input and output ontolog-
ical concepts, respectively. SO and AO are the subsumption
and aggregation relations among concepts, respectively. The
following properties hold:
• (CO ⊆ A) ∧ (CO = ICO∪OCO) ∧ (ICO∩OCO = ∅);
• SO ⊆ ICO ×OCO;
• AO ⊆ ICO ×OCn

O ∧ n > 0.

If (a, b) ∈ SO then we write that a is subsumed by b,
and (a, b) is a subsumption pair. This means that the output
b from a component C must precede the input a from a
(different) component C ′. In other words, since the set of
data constituting a is a subset of those constituting b, to build
the message associated to a, one needs to process the data
contained in the message associated to b first. A mediator that
makes C and C ′ able to interoperate would take b from C and
send, as co-related message, a to C ′. If (a, b1, . . . , bn) ∈ AO

then we write that b1, . . . , bn are part of a. Furthermore,
(a, b1, . . . , bn) is an aggregation tuple, and a can be built
by merging the messages associated to b1, . . . , bn. Thus, a
mediator would take b1, . . . , bn in any order, and send a as
the merge of them, plus possible additional data explicitly
specified in O for a.

We write that a protocol ontology O=(ICO∪OCO,SO,AO)
is valid for protocols P and R if and only if ICO = AI

P ∪AI
R

and OCO = AO
P ∪AO

R .
Coming back to our case study, let O=(ICO∪OCO,

SO,AO) be the protocol ontology shown in Figure 3 then:
ICO={ConfirmItem,PayThirdParty,CloseOrder,

StartOrder,AddItemToOrder,Quit};
OCO={GetConfirmation,Login,CreateOrder,SelectItem,

SetItemQuantity,PlaceOrder,Close};

SO={(ConfirmItem,GetConfirmation),
(CloseOrder,PlaceOrder)};

AO={(AddItemToOrder,SelectItem,SetItemQuantity),
(Quit,Close), (StartOrder,Login,CreateOrder)};

and it is a valid protocol ontology for MC and BS.

Synthesis of 
Communication 

Mediators 

Alphabet 
Alignment 

Automatic 
Synthesis of 
Coordination 

Mediators 

1.1	  

1.2	  

2

Login& CreateOrder& SelectItem& SetItemQuan5ty&

CloseO
rder&ConfirmItem&Close& PayThirdParty&

Login& CreateOrder& SelectItem& SetItemQuan5ty&

PayThirdParty&

Close&

ConfirmItem&CloseOrder&

P

StartOrder( AddItemToOrder( GetConfirma2on( PlaceOrder( Quit(

GetConfirma2on(

StartOrder( AddItemToOrder(

AddItemToOrder(

Quit(

GetConfirma2on(

PlaceOrder(R

PlaceOrder CloseOrder 

CloseOrder 

PlaceOrder 

StartOrder 

Login 

Login 

CreateOrder 

CreateOrder 

Login 

StartOrder 

CreateOrder 

<<OWLClass>>*
AddItemToOrder*

{hasPart*some*SelectItem,*SetItemQuan=ty}*

<<OWLClass>>*
PayThirdParty*

<<OWLClass>>*
SelectItem*

{isPartOf*some*addItemToOrder}*

<<OWLClass>>*
SetItemQuan=ty*

{isPartOf*some*addItemToOrder}*

isPartOf{some}* isPartOf{some}*

<<OWLClass>>*
GetConfirma=on*

<<OWLClass>>*
ConfirmItem*

<<OWLClass>>*
PlaceOrder*

<<OWLClass>>*
CloseOrder*

<<OWLClass>>*
CreateOrder*

<<OWLClass>>*
StartOrder*

<<OWLClass>>*
Login*

isPartOf{some}*

isPartOf{some}*
<<OWLClass>>*

Close*

<<OWLClass>>*
Quit*

isPartOf{some}*

DO	  

W	  

Wi 

Wj 

StartOrder( SelectItem( SetItemQuan0ty(

CloseO
rder(ConfirmItem(Close( PayThirdParty(

StartOrder( SelectItem( SetItemQuan0ty(

PayThirdParty(

Close(

ConfirmItem(CloseOrder(
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StartOrder( AddItemToOrder( GetConfirma2on( CloseOrder( Quit(

GetConfirma2on(

StartOrder( AddItemToOrder( Quit(

CloseOrder(R	  wrapped-‐by	  W	  

M=(||Mk)	  

SelectItem( SetItemQuan-ty( SetItemQuan-ty’(

SelectItem’( SetItemQuan-ty’(

SelectItem’(

SelectItem( SetItemQuan-ty(

Mx 

PayThirdParty*

PayThirdParty’*

PayThirdParty’*

PayThirdParty*

My 

1 Automatic Synthesis of 
Communication Mediators 

Fig. 4. Overview of the method

In Sections IV-A and IV-B, we formalize our synthesis
method as organized into two phases, respectively. They are
performed only if the protocol ontology is valid. Before going
into the details of the two phases, we give an overview of
them. Figure 4 pictorially shows the phases (as rounded-
corner rectangles) with their related input/output artefacts. The
numbers denote the order in which the phases are carried out.
The first phase splits into two sub-phases (1.1 and 1.2); it
takes as input a domain ontology DO, for IPSs P and R, and
automatically synthesizes a set, W , of Communication Medi-
ators (CMs). CMs are represented as terms in AP(A) and
they are responsible for solving communication mismatches
as defined in Section III. In particular, the CMs in W are
used as wrappers for P and R so to “align” their different
alphabets to the same alphabet. Roughly speaking, the goal
of this phase is to make two heterogeneous protocols “speak”
the same language. To this aim, the synthesized CMs translate
an action from an alphabet into a certain sequence of actions
from another alphabet. However, despite the achieved alphabet
alignment, coordination mismatches (as defined in Section III)
are still possible; the second phase is for solving such mis-
matches. The synthesis of COordination Mediators (COMs)
is carried out by reasoning on the traces of the “wrapped” P
and R. As detailed in Section IV-B, for all pairs of traces, if
possible, a COM that makes the two traces interoperable is
synthesized as a term in AP(A). The parallel composition of
the synthesized COMs represents, under alphabet alignment,
the correct modular connector for P and R.

A. Automatic Synthesis of Communication Mediators

Our method synthesizes CMs by defining the semantics of
subsumption pairs and aggregation tuples in terms of IPSs. We
do this by exploiting the primitives and operators of AP(A),
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hence following a modular approach. CMs align different
alphabets of two protocols according to the defined ontological
relations (Figure 3). For instance, the CMs for the case study
introduced in Section III are:

M1=JSplit(GetConfirmation, [ConfirmItem, x1]) �
Cons(x1)K;

M2=JSplit(PlaceOrder, [CloseOrder, x2]) � Cons(x2)K;
M3=JTrans(SelectItem, x3) �

Trans(SetItemQuantity, x4) �
Prod(x5)�Merge([x3, x4, x5], AddItemToOrder)K;

M4=JTrans(Close, x6) � Prod(x7) �
Merge([x6, x7], Quit)K;

M5=JTrans(Login, x8) � Trans(CreateOrder, x9) �
Prod(x10) �Merge([x8, x9, x10], StartOrder)K.

Definition 7 (Semantics of Subsumption Pairs)
Let O = (CO, SO, AO) be a protocol ontology, the semantics
of (a, b) ∈ SO is given by JSplit(b, [a, x]) � Cons(x)K.

Definition 8 (Semantics of Aggregation Tuples)
Let O = (CO, SO, AO) be a protocol ontology,
the semantics of (a, b1, . . . , bn) is given by
JTrans(b1, x1) �. . .� Trans(bn, xn) � Prod(xn+1)
� Merge([x1, . . . , xn, xn+1], a)K.

For the purposes of alphabet alignment, when synthesized out
of a subsumption pair (a, b), a CM is used as a wrapper for
the output b of a protocol. Instead, when synthesized out of an
aggregation tuple (a, b1, . . . , bn), a CM is used as a wrapper
for the input a of a protocol. Thus, we define a further derived
composition operator called wrapping. P can be wrapped by
R on action a if and only if P and R are composable, a ∈
Common(P,R), and R is a CM.

Definition 9 (Wrapping of an IPS)
The wrapping of P by a CM R, on action a, is an IPS P/aR =
(AI

P⊗R, A
O
P⊗R, A

H
P⊗R, SP/aR, s

0
P , δP/aR), where:

• SP/aR = (SP ∪ SR);
• δP/aR = (δP ∪ δR) \ {(s, a, s′)|s, s′ ∈ (SP ∪ SR)} ∪
{(p, εs0R ; , s0R)|(p, a, p′) ∈ δP ∧ δR(S0

R, a) is not defined}
∪ {(r, εp′ ; , p′)|(p, a, p′) ∈ δP ∧ r 6= s0R ∧ δR(r, a) is
defined} ∪ {(p, εr′ ; , r′)|(p, a, p′) ∈ δP ∧ δR(s0R, a) is
defined}.

Definition 10 (Alphabet Alignment)
Given P and R to be mediated, let O = (CO, SO, AO) be
the valid protocol ontology specification for P and R. Let
S1, . . . , Sn be the CMs synthesized according to SO, and
let A1, . . . , Ah be those synthesized according to AO. The
algorithm for the alphabet alignment step is as follows:

procedure Alignment
input: P , R, O, S1,. . .,Sn, A1,. . .,Ah

output: AlignedProtocols

1: AlignedProtocols := ∅
2: for each j : (AI

P ∩AO
Aj
6= ∅) ∧ (AO

Aj
= {a}) do

3: P := P /a Aj

4: end for
5: for each k : (AO

P ∩AI
Sk
6= ∅) ∧ (AI

Sk
= {b}) do

6: P := P /a Sk

7: end for
8: AlignedProtocols := AlignedProtocols ∪ {P}
9: for each j : (AI

R ∩AO
Aj
6= ∅) ∧ (AO

Aj
= {a}) do

10: R := R /a Aj

11: end for
12: for each k : (AO

R ∩AI
Sk
6= ∅) ∧ (AI

Sk
= {b}) do

13: R := R /a Sk

14: end for
15: AlignedProtocols := AlignedProtocols ∪ {R}
16: return AlignedProtocols

It is worth to note that after having performed the procedure
Alignment, P and R have the same alphabet of actions, except
for possible third-party and hidden actions. Hereafter, given a
set W of CMs and a protocol P , we denote with P/W the
protocol P whose alphabet has been aligned by means of the
CMs in W .

Coming back to our case study, after having performed the
alphabet alignment step, the protocol of BS becomes the one
shown in Figure 5. The protocol of MC does not change.

Login SelectItem 

ConfirmItem 

CloseOrder 
Close 

ConfirmItem 

BLUE 
Service 

(BS) 
after 

alphabet 
alignment 

ConfirmItem 

CloseOrder 

Login CreateOrder SelectItem SetItemQuantity Close 

CreateOrder 

CreateOrder 

Login 
SelectItem 

SetItemQuantity 

SetItemQuantity 
SelectItem 
(resp., SetItemQuantity) 

SetItemQuantity 
(resp., SelectItem) 

Fig. 5. BS after the alphabet alignment step

However, we recall that CMs are not able to solve
all mismatches such as coordination mismatches. For in-
stance, although the two protocols shown in Figures 1
and 5 share the same alphabet of actions, their interac-
tion can still exhibit some mismatches. They are due to
(i) messages sent/received in a different order (see the se-
quences made of ConfirmItem and CloseOrder); (ii) third-
party messages (PayThirdParty); and (iii) extra/missing
sends corresponding to redundant messages (possibly also
coming from looping/cyclic behavior, e.g., SelectItem and
SetItemQuantity). Thus, in general, the construction of
COMs that can delegate/receive3, consume, produce, and
reorder messages is required.

B. Automatic Synthesis of Coordination Mediators

Given two protocols to be mediated, P and R, whose alpha-
bets have been aligned, our method produces their respective
sets of traces. P and R are prefix-closed and hence their
sets of traces are finite. Furthermore, possible loops/cycles are
considered k times (where k is a parameter of our synthesis
algorithm). This means that our method produces finite sets of
finite traces. We recall that, by Definition 2, possible hidden
actions are not represented within a considered trace.

3To/from a third-party.
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Hereafter, we denote with Tr(P )
k

the set of traces of P
where, for each trace, cycles/loops are considered k times.

As it will be clear later in this section, once Tr(P )
k

and
Tr(R)

k
have been generated, for all (tP , tR) ∈ Tr(P )

k
×

Tr(R)
k
, our method tries to synthesize a COM that makes the

protocols corresponding to tP and tR able to interoperate. If
no mediator has been synthesized, then a modular connector
for P and R does not exist. Otherwise, a non-empty set of
COMs is produced. Indeed, considering all pairs in Tr(P )

k
×

Tr(R)
k

is not needed. It is sufficient to consider only the
subset of pairs of semantically related traces. Traces tP and
tR are semantically related if every action that does not belong
to their set of common actions is a third-party action.

Definition 11 (Pairs of Semantically Related Traces)
Given P and R to be mediated, let k be an integer such that
k > 0, (tP , tR) ∈ Tr(P )

k
×Tr(R)

k
is a pair of semantically

related traces if and only if the following conditions hold:

• a ∈ AtP \AtR ⇒ @t ∈ Tr(R)
k
\ tR : a ∈ At;

• a ∈ AtR \AtP ⇒ @t ∈ Tr(P )
k
\ tP : a ∈ At.

We denote with Π(P,R, k) the k-bounded set of pairs of
semantically related traces for P and R.

Before continuing our formalization, Definition 11 deserves
some discussion. It formalizes a strong notion of semantic
co-relation for traces. For instance, let us consider traces tP
and tR as shown in Figure 6. They are not semantically related
because both actions e and f are in the set of common actions
of P and R and, hence, cannot be considered as third-party
actions, although are not common for tP and tR.

b 

c 

P 

d 

a b f 

e 
a f 

a 

a 

R 

b 

c d e 

f 
e b 

d c e c d f 

tP tR 

Fig. 6. tP and tR: two traces that are not semantically related

However, note that a way of mediating tP and tR exists,
e.g., by re-ordering a and b and producing e and, afterwards, f .
This mediation logic is correct only if e and f are independent
from a and b, and a causality dependency is defined for f
and e, e.g., the production of f depends on the production
of e. Otherwise (e.g., the production of e depends on the
production of f ), it could result in an inconsistent mediation.
Note that the relations defined in the protocol ontology do not
necessarily represent all the possible causality dependencies.
They are those related only to the semantics and structure of
the exchanged data. That is, causality dependencies related
to the control structure, and hence depending on the proto-
col semantics, could not be represented. Thus, despite the

existence of a protocol ontology, without further information
about protocol actions and their causality dependencies, one
cannot in general know how to correctly mediate tP and
tR. The safest choice that one can take, while synthesizing
COMs, is to discard this pair of traces. However, to avoid
inconsistencies, discarding a pair of traces means that the
COM being synthesized has to consume all the outputs from
the two traces. In other words, although this strong notion
of semantic co-relation leads to synthesize correct modular
connectors (i.e., that do not introduce inconsistencies), the
synthesized connector might constrain too much the set of
interactions on which the two protocols are made able to
interoperate, hence possibly under-using them.

To avoid this problem we can consider a weak notion
of semantic co-relation. This notion assumes the existence
of a specification of the desired coordination protocol that
the COM to be synthesized should satisfy. For instance, by
referring to the example depicted in Figure 6, the coordina-
tion protocol specification could express that e must always
precedes f or, equivalently, that f must be always eventually
performed after e. For space reasons, we do not formalize
this weak notion of semantic co-relation and, hereafter, we
consider only the notion formalized by Definition 11.

Continuing the formalization of our method, for each
(tP , tR) ∈ Π(P,R, k), the method computes the so called
difference pair (t′P , t

′
R). t′P (resp., t′R) is a sub-trace of tP

(resp., tR) representing, in a single sequence, the sequences
of actions in which tP (resp., tR) differs from tR (resp., tP ).
Due to the alphabet alignment, finding a COM for tP and
tR means finding a COM for t′P and t′R. Since tP and tR
are semantically related, their possible hidden actions have
been removed, and their loops/cycles are considered k times,
t′P and t′R can be different for three reasons only: (i) they
have unshared actions, i.e., third-party inputs/outputs; (ii) they
exhibit extra/missing sends, i.e., redundant messages, possibly
also coming from looping/cyclic behavior; and (iii) they have
complementary shared actions that appear in a different order.
By means of the COMs to be synthesized, the first ones should
be received by a third-party (resp., an NS) and delegated to
the receiving NS (resp., third-party), the second ones should
be produced/consumed, and the third ones reordered.

Definition 12 (Coordination Mismatches Resolution)
Let W be the set of synthesized CMs for protocols P and R,
and valid protocol ontology O. Let k be the bound considered
for the length of possible loops/cycles in P/W and R/W . The
algorithm for the coordination mismatches resolution step
(i.e., the automatic synthesis of COMs) is as follows:

procedure CoordinationMismatchesResolution
input: P/W , R/W , k
output: CoordMediators

1: CoordMediators := ∅
2: for each (tP/W , tR/W ) ∈ Π(P/W , R/W , k) do
3: computes the difference pair (t′P/W

, t′R/W
) of (tP/W , tR/W )

4: for each a ∈ (At′
P/W

\At′
R/W

) ∪ (At′
R/W

\At′
P/W

) do
5: CoordMediators := CoordMediators ∪

{ThirdParty(a)}
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6: remove a from either t′P/W
or t′R/W

7: end for
8: if |t′P/W

| 6= |t′R/W
| then

9: for each a ∈ At′
P/W
∪At′

R/W
that appears more than once

in either t′P/W
or t′R/W

do
10: CoordMediators := CoordMediators ∪

{ExtraOrMissing(a)}
11: remove a from either t′P/W

or t′R/W

12: end for
13: end if
14: if t′P/W

6= t′R/W
then

15: CoordMediators := CoordMediators ∪
{Reorder(a, t′P/W

, t′R/W
)}

16: CoordMediators := CoordMediators ∪
{Reorder(a, t′R/W

, t′P/W
)}

17: end if
18: end for
19: for each (tP/W , tR/W ) /∈ Π(P/W , R/W , k) do
20: CoordMediators := CoordMediators ∪

Discard(tP/W , tR/W , P/W , R/W )
21: end for
22: return CoordMediators

where the ThirdParty, ExtraOrMissing, Reorder, and
Discard (sub-)procedures are defined as follows:

procedure ThirdParty
input: a
output: Mediator

1: Mediator := JTrans(a, a′)∗K
2: return Mediator

procedure ExtraOrMissing
input: a
output: Mediator

1: if a is an input action then
2: Mediator := JProd(a)∗K
3: else
4: Mediator := JCons(a)∗K
5: end if
6: return Mediator

procedure Reorder
input: a, t′P/W

, t′R/W

output: Mediator

1: aList := []
2: pTuple := ()
3: for each a ∈ At′

P/W
do

4: if a is an output action then
5: add a as last element of aList
6: add t′R/W

(a) as last element of pTuple
7: end if
8: end for
9: Mediator := Order(aList, pTuple, aList′), where

aList′ = [a′1, . . . , a
′
n] and aList = [a1, . . . , an]

10: Mediator := JMediator∗K
11: return Mediator

procedure Discard
input: tP/W , tR/W , P/W , R/W

output: Mediators

1: for each a ∈ AtP/W
∪AtR/W

∧ a ∈ AO
P/W

∪AO
R/W

do
2: Mediators := Mediators ∪ {JCons(a)∗K}
3: end for
4: return Mediators

Coming back to our case study, the synthesized COMs are:
M6=JTrans(PayThirdParty, PayThirdParty′)∗K;
M7=JOrder([ConfirmItem,CloseOrder], (2, 1),

[ConfirmItem′, CloseOrder′])∗K;
M8=JOrder([SelectItem, SetItemQuantity], (2, 1),

[SelectItem′, SetItemQuantity′])∗K;
M9=J(Prod(SelectItem))∗K;
M10=J(Prod(SetItemQuantity))∗K;
M11=J(Cons(ConfirmItem))∗K.

By referring to Definition 4, the modular connector for our
case study is given by the following composition of COMs:
M = M6|| . . . ||M11; plus the set W = {M1, . . . ,M5} of CMs
used for the alphabet alignment. As formally shown in the next
section, under alphabet alignment, M is a correct connector,
i.e., both P/W �M ||(R/W ) and R/W � (P/W )||M hold.

V. CORRECTNESS AND CONNECTOR EVOLUTION

By taking into account hidden actions and denying broad-
cast communication (as done in [14]), the IA theory described
in [15] can be used to synthesize, via a quotient operator
/, a monolithic connector M such that G � P ||M ||R, i.e.,
M = G/(P ||R). The formal definition of G is out of the
scope of this work. For the purposes of this section, it is
sufficient to say that G is an IPS, representing the connected
system goal, which explicitly models three crucial conditions
for correct communication and coordination: (c1) P ||M ||R is
not permitted to generate any inconsistencies; (c2) P ||M ||R is
only permitted to deadlock when all P , M , and R deadlock;
and (c3) P ||M ||R must satisfy the constraints imposed by the
given protocol ontology.

Stating correctness of our synthesis method means showing
that a modular connector M synthesized for protocols P and
R is such that c1, c2, and c3 hold, under alphabet alignment.
However, note that c2 and c3 trivially hold by construction. In
fact, when composing in parallel protocols, the only possibility
to have “sink” states concerns scenarios in which none of
the protocols is willing to perform any action (c2); and CMs
ensure alphabet alignment (c3). Thus, in this section, by
considering W as the set of synthesized CMs, we focus on
proving that P/W ||M ||R/W is free from inconsistencies, i.e.,
it is defined (c1). To do this, we can exploit Definition 5, hence
checking both P/W �M ||R/W and R/W � P ||M/W .

Theorem 1 (Correctness under alphabet alignment)
Let M be a modular connector synthesized for aligned pro-
tocols P/W and R/W , then the following properties hold: (1)
P/W �M ||R/W , and (2) R/W � P/W ||M .
Proof: To prove (1), we must prove that (i) AI

P/W
⊆sem

AI
M ||R/W

∧ AO
M ||R/W

⊆sem AO
P/W

, and (ii) there is an
alternating simulation from M ||R/W to P/W , with s0

P/W
�

s0M ||R/W
. By construction, AI

M = AO
P/W
∪AO

R/W
and AO

M ⊆
AI

P ∪ AI
R. Furthermore, common(M,R/W ) is given by the

union set of AO
R/W

and a subset of AI
R/W

. Thus, by defini-
tion of complement operator for IPSs, it follows that both
AI

P/W
⊆sem AI

M ||R/W
and AO

M ||R/W
⊆sem AO

P/W
hold.

To prove (ii), we have to show that ii.1, ii.2, and ii.3 of
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Definition 5 hold, where P and R have been replaced with
P/W and M ||R/W , respectively. Let us assume that ii.1 does
not hold. This means that P / W would perform an output
action x that is not consumed by M . This is a contradiction
since by construction M always consumes output actions from
both P / W and R /W . Analogously, if ii.2 would not hold,
then M ||R/W would produce an output action that does not
match any input action of P /W . Again, this is a contradiction
because M ||R/W produces output actions only when there is
the need to match an input from R/W with an input from P/W .
ii.3 directly follows from the previous considerations hence
recursively propagating the alternating simulation relation
from M ||R/W to P/W . The proof of (2) is analogous and
hence, for space reasons, we omit it. �

Concerning the ability, for modular connectors, to evolve in
response of changes, the most interesting scenario is related to
changes at the level of the protocol ontology. In fact, syntactic
changes at the level of the NSs’ interface directly correspond
to a relabeling of mediator inputs/outputs, and related concepts
in the ontology. We recall that the synthesis of COMs deals
with sets of traces. Thus, changes at the protocol level imply
to re-iter the synthesis step on the affected traces only, hence
accordingly changing the corresponding mediators. However,
in the worst case, i.e., all the traces of a protocol share at least
one action, the entire synthesis step must be repeated.

As an example of a possible change at the level of the
protocol ontology, let us go back to our case study and
apply the following modification to the ontology O shown in
Figure 3: SO = SO ∪ {(AddItemToOrder, SelectItem),
(AddItemToOrder, SetItemQuantity)} and AO = AO

\ {(AddItemToOrder, SelectItem, SetItemQuantity)}.
Although simple, this change highlights the effectiveness
of our decomposition with respect to supporting connector
evolution. In fact, to address the applied change, it is
sufficient to reason compositionally at the level of the
algebra-based description of the modular connector M and
related set W of CMs, instead of reasoning in terms of its
underlying IA-based monolithic representation. In particular,
by just looking at the mediators’ interface, one can easily
recognize that the CM affected by the proposed change is
M3, while M8, M9, and M10 are the affected COMs. Due
to the fact that the aggregation tuple (AddItemToOrder,
SelectItem, SetItemQuantity) has been removed by AO,
M3 is removed as well. In place of it two CMs, M3.1 =
J(Split(SelectItem, [AddItemToOrder, z]) � Cons(z))∗K
and M3.2 = J(Split(SetItemQuantity, [AddItemToOrder,
k]) � Cons(k))∗K, are synthesized due to the addition
to SO of the above considered subsumption tuples.
Furthermore, we recall that the IPS of BS has been
modified in order to align its alphabet to the one of
MC. To reflect the change on the performed alphabet
alignment, a trace in Tr(MC)

k
that contains SelectItem

and/or SetItemQuantity is modified by considering the
following substitution: {AddItemToOrder/SelectItem,
AddItemToOrder/SetItemQuantity}. Analogously,

a trace in Tr(BS)
k

that contains either the sequence
〈SelectItem SetItemQuantity〉 or 〈SetItemQuantity
SelectItem〉 is modified by replacing any of these sequences
with AddItemToOrder. According to the new alphabet
alignment, M8 is removed and in place of both M9 and M10

the COM J(Prod(AddItemToOrder))∗K is synthesized.
Note that, in the monolithic connector, SelectItem and
SetItemQuantity would always appear one after the other
and modifying the connector according to the applied change
would mean to solve again the entire quotient problem.

VI. RELATED WORK

Interoperability and mediation have been investigated in
several contexts, among which integration of heterogeneous
data sources [13], architectural patterns [29], patterns of con-
nectors [12], Web services [10], [11], and algebra to solve
mismatches [30]. For space reasons, we discuss only the
works, from the different contexts, closest to our method.

The interoperability/mediation of protocols have received at-
tention since the early days of networking. Indeed many efforts
have been done in several directions including for example
formal approaches to protocol conversion, like in [31], [32].

The seminal work in [4] is strictly related to the notions of
mediator presented in this paper. Compared to our connector
synthesis, this work does not allow to deal with ordering mis-
matches and different granularity of the languages (solvable
by the split and merge primitives).

Recently, with the emergence of web services and advocated
universal interoperability, the research community has been
studying solutions to the automatic mediation of business
processes [33], [34]. However, most solutions are discussed
informally, making it difficult to assess their respective advan-
tages and drawbacks.

In [12] the authors present an approach for formally specify-
ing connector wrappers as protocol transformations, modular-
izing them, and reasoning about their properties, with the aim
to resolve component mismatches. In [35] the authors present
an algebra for five basic stateless connectors that are symme-
try, synchronization, mutual exclusion, hiding and inaction.
They also give the operational, observational and denotational
semantics and a complete normal-form axiomatization. The
presented connectors can be composed in series and in parallel.
Although these formalizations supports connector modulariza-
tion, automated synthesis is not treated at all hence keeping
the focus only on connector design and specification.

In [8], the authors use a game theoretic approach for
checking whether incompatible component interfaces can be
made compatible by inserting a converter between them which
satisfies specified requirements. This approach is able to auto-
matically synthesize the converter. In contrast to our method,
their method needs as input a deadlock-free specification of
the requirements that should be satisfied by the adaptor, by
delegating to the user the non-trivial task of specifying that.

In other work in the area of component adaptation [7], it
is shown how to automatically generate a concrete adaptor
from: (i) a specification of component interfaces, (ii) a partial
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specification of the components interaction behavior, (iii) a
specification of the adaptation in terms of a set of correspon-
dences between actions of different components and (iv) a
partial specification of the adaptor. The key result is the setting
of a formal foundation for the adaptation of heterogeneous
components that may present mismatching interaction behav-
ior. Assuming a specification of the adaptation in terms of a set
of correspondences between methods (and their parameters)
of two components requires to know many implementation
details (about the adaptation) that we do not want to consider
in order to synthesize a connector.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we formalized a method for the automated
synthesis of modular connectors. A modular connector is
structured as a composition of independent mediators, each
of them corresponding to the solution of a recurring protocol
mismatch. We have proven that our connector decomposition
is correct and, by means of a case study, we have shown
how it promotes connector evolution. An overall advantage
of our approach with respect to the work in the state of the
art (Section VI) is that our connectors have a modular soft-
ware architecture organized as a composition of fundamentals
mediation primitives. This supports connector evolution and
automated generation of the connector’s implementation code.
In particular, we have recently released a first implementation
(http://code.google.com/p/otf-connector/) of both the algebra
primitives and the plugging operator. This implementation is
based on the use of Enterprise Integration Patterns (http:
//www.eaipatterns.com/) and is developed through the Apache
Camel framework (http://camel.apache.org/). Because of the
way a modular connector is structured, the automatic genera-
tion of its actual code written in terms of our algebra imple-
mentation is viable and can be achieved with little effort. We
have started to show, through its application to the real world
case study presented in this paper, that our method supports
connector evolution. As future work, we intend to carry out a
rigorous empirical investigation to confirm the results reported
in this paper. Another future research direction concerns the
ability to infer the needed ontological information, out of the
interface description of the two protocols, rather than assuming
it as given.
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